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ABSTRACT
This paper summarizes a new fonnalism which makes the
analysis and understanding of both the relativistic klystron
(RK) and the standing-wave free-electron laser (SWFEL)
two-beam accelerator (TBA) available to a wide audience of
accelerator physicists. A "coupling impedance" for both the
RK and SWFEL is introduced, which can include realistic
cavity features, such as beam and vacuum ports, in a simple
manner. The RK and SWFEL macropanicle equations,
which govern the energy and phase evolution of successive
bunches in the beam, are of identical form, differing only by
multiplicative factors. The analysis allows, for the first time,
a relative comparison of the RF and SWFEL TBAs.

1. INTRODUCTION

The context and motivation for this work is the Two-Beam
Accelerator (TEA) concept [1,2,3], which is, in essence, a
high efficiency power converter, extracting energy from a
low energy high-current electron "drive" beam and
depositing it in a high energy electron or positron beam. In a
TBA a drive beam of kiloampere current, bunched at
centimeter wavelengths, passes through a periodic array of
wiggler magnets, which extract the beam energy through a
Relativistic Klystron (RK) or a Free-Electron Laser (PEL); at
the same time, the beam passes through induction cells
which replenish the beam energy, as seen in Fig. 1.

The TBA configuration of present interest, the Standing
Wave Free-Electron LaserTBA (SWFElIfBA), has grown
out of a number of theoretical and copceptual refinements,
including considerations of microwave extraction and phase
and amplitude control [4,5].

In the SWFEL [6] power is produced in a series of
uncoupled cavities (the rf is cut off between the cavities),
each of which is of order one wiggler oscillation in length.
The PEL thus operates as a standing-wave device. The
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Fig. 1. A schematic of the structure of a TBA. The
cavities can either be those of a relativistic klystron
(RK), or those of a Standing-Wave PEL (SWFEL) in
which case there is a wiggler magnetic field passing
through the cavities.

propagating beam provides the only coupling between the
cavities. Numerical studies [7,8] have examined the phase
sensitivity and longitudinal particle stability in the standing
wave PEL in some detail.

In the above theoretical work, the extraction units were taken
as PELs. Alternatively, of course, it is possible to consider a
Relativistic Klystron TBA (RKlTBA). This approach has
been developed by the CERN Group [9]. Because it has
been demonstrated experimentally that high power can be
extracted from an RK [10], as well as from an FEL [11],
both of these approaches are attractive. In fact, the standing
wave ~L ~as many similarities to the relativistic klystron,
the mam differences between them being that (1) the FEL
p~oduces po~er th;ough the coupling of the transverse
WIggle oscillanon With the transverse electric field, while the
klystron couples the longitudinal component of the electric
field, ~d (2) th~ PEL resonance condition precludes using
ultra-high ene~gtes to produce rf power, but allows coupling
to modes (of ~lghly overrnoded cavities) with phase velocity
~e~ter th~ .hght, while the klystron interaction does not
slmtla::ly ltmlt the ~hoice of drive beam energy. Until now,
no senous compansons of these two approaches has been
made. In fact. not even the formal framework in which such
comparisons can be made has been developed. It is the
purpose of this paper to set down such a framework.



2. FORMALISM

We derive equations describing the coupling of beam
electrons to cavity modes. First, we decompose the vector
potemial in the Lorentz gauge,

A full description of this work has recently been presented;
hne, for the convenience of the reader, we reproduce the
flrSl pan of Section 2 of that paper [12J

(7)d· 1 r I ( i9)-be"P = ic--- e- ,
Js T/ Q I A

where s =vzt-z with Vz the beam velocity. I is the average
beam current,l~= mc3/e-17kA, and the brackets indicate. an
average over a beam slice. The factor 1] depends on the kind
of coupling. For an RK 71 = 2, while for an FE~, 71 =
a w /2r, with rthe Lorentz factor, and a w the WIggler
parameter.

The shunt impedance per unit length r is given by [6]

An imponanl distinction between the S\VFEl: and the RK is
that Eq. (5) defines a synchronous energy In term of the
system parameters, while Eq. (6), for the RK, only relates
the phase of a panicle to a reference phase and does not
define a synchronous energy. The RK, therefore can be
operated at any energy (even GeV energies are possible),
whereas the SWFEL requires a low (of order ten MeV)
energy for resonance at microwave frequencies with
reasonable wiggler parameters.

In terms of these variables the field equations in a given
.cavity may be wrinen as(1)

(2)
JdJr'ii'a(r). a-*a(r)= V
v

with V the cavity volume.

where a is the mode index, qa is the dimensionless mode
amplitude and ii'a gives the spatial dependence of the mode.
The electron mass is m. the speed of light is c and the
electron charge is -e. The mode nonnalization is

(9)

(8)r 4Jr tL12
v(z) - (iwz)2- = -- Jdz-- .a(z)exp --

Q VLw -LIZ V, V,

where L is the cavity length. The SWFEL typically operates
in .the TEolp mode of a rectangular cavity of width wand
heIght h, so that

Q= :~ h~(Q; )2( Sj~ XY

Maxwell's equations reduce to the well-known fonn

where the integral is over the cavity volume. We consider
the interaction of the beam with a single cavity mode with a
very high Q, and make an eikonal approximation,

q (t) = 9{{ b e i" e- i.,,}. where the phase qJ and the
amplitude b vary slowly on the time scale of the mode
period. In tenns of b. the energy stored per unit length is

(4)

where Zo = 4Tt/c (3770. in MKS), it is the free-space
wavelength andX= (roL/vz-pJr-kwLJ/2 is the effective
transit angle. For an RK operating in the TMmlp mode,

where h and w are the height and width of the cavity.

where kw is the wiggler wavenumber and kz is the axial
wavenumber for the forward-going component of the cavity
mode. For a steady-state klystron this phase is

We will consider two cases: (1) coupling to a TE mode
through the transverse current induced by a magnetic wiggler
(FEL) and (2) coupling to a TM mode through the axial
current (RK). In each case the coupling depends on the
phase VI =rp+8 of an electron's motion relative to the phase
of the cavity fields. Here the phase 8 is a particle variable.
For an PEL this phase is given by

where the transit angle is X = (pJr+roL/vzJ/2. The coupling
in the SWFEL is from the interaction of the wiggling
velocity imparted to the beam by the wiggler and the
transverse field of a TE mode, while the RK generates a
shunt impedance from the axial coupling of the beam to the
z-component of the elecnic field of a TM mode.

To complete the fonnulation, equations are required for the
particle motion. It is convenient to linearize about the
reference energy, so that the dynamical variables are 8 and
Or= M r, where 'Yr is the resonant 'Yin the case of the ~I;-,
or in the case of an RK, a reference Yo The phase evolunon IS

found from Eqs. (5) and (6), so that [6]

(5)

(6)8 =k,z - CJ)(- Or'

8 = (k,., + k.)z - w t

where we have introduced the phase Or , that of a reference
particle. Typically klystrons operate with kz=0, in a nearly
single mode cavity. The SWFEL, on the other hand,
operates in a highly ovennoded cavity.

de Or-=21C-
dz 'Yr ,

d0'Y wb . (0 ) eE,-,-=-71- SIn +fjJ ---2'
az e me

(11)

(12)
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3. SENSITIVITIES

The dependence upon energy errors, mc2L\y, is much more
severe and it is different for the two devices. In linear
approximation it only affects rp (and not the amplitude b).
Explicitly the jitter in y, due to energy variation L\y, is given
by:

The constant /( =w( 1+ a: /2) / 2cy2 for an FEL, while ~ =
w/2ci for the RK. Equations (7), (11), and (12) descnbe
the self-consistent evolution of the beam and the cavity
fields. The SWFEL and RK are distinguished only through
the values of 17. /( and r/Q.

The sensitivities of the RKITBA and an SWFELffBA can
now be compared using the above results. Details may be
found in Ref. [12], where we have noted that the
dependence upon current error, &, is not excessive, nor is it
very different for the RK and the SWFEL. This source of
sensitivity must, and can, be controlled in either device.
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